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In using the latter method, all scattering were treated as small angle events; and, therefore, only the Gaussian term of the distribution was included. For energy degradation, it is assumed that the electrons are subjected to a slowing down force throughout their transport and that the force acts in a direction opposite to the electron's momentum. The energy loss is computed by using Bethe's formula, which treats the energy loss of incoming electrons in matter due to excitation and ionizat.lonof bound electrons in the stopping substance. Tests of the codes yielded electron transmission probab~lity and its energy range ?elation, which agt'c!ed very well with empirical results. Furthermore, our results showe that space-charge effects could significantly affect the physics cf electron transport. Further lnclus~otl of photonlc transport can lead LO a new generation of numerical simulation tools.
ti

INTRODUCTION
Particle-irl-cell simulation techniques and Monte Carlo transport methods are well established numerical tools in the study of the evolution of a system of cnarged particles.
However, the empnases of the two type of numerical codes are very different. Particle-in-cellsimulation codes which have been extensively applied in plasma physics deal with the phenomena of collisionless piasmas where the self-consistent electromagnetic fields are very crucial. On the other hand, Monte Carlo codes which are often used to determine the transport characteristics of charged particles by modeling the scattering processes in various materials but neglecting the self-consistent fields. Consequently, these two types of codes are only applicable in different regimes where certain physical processes can be ignored. However, there are numerous physical phenomena whjch require the physics of atomic scat.terings and self'"consistent electromagnetic f!elds. The propagation of lnterise charged particle beams and the generation of microwaves by relativistic electron Learnsare just two examples from the current resei,rch topics of charged particle beam physics.
PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATION
In a particle-in-cell simulation, a system of charged p~rticles such as a plasma, is modeled by a large number of computational particles which move in a spatial grid according to the self-consistent electromagnetic forces and any applied external electromagnetic fields. The trajectories of the computational particles are calculated on a microscopic le-{elby making use of Maxwell's equations bub.jectvdto appropriate boundary conditions and the Lorentz force equation in a self-consistent manner. The microscopic rcpr'esentatl,un of the plasma can accurately (within the limit of numc!rical algorithm) yield the desired mar!roscoplcquantities which characterize the space and time c'folutionof the syst+m. Due to limitation of'COfIIDUL(?r tim(' and memory, the number of computational particics in a simulation plasma is far less than in a real plasma, and space and time are necessarily treated as discreto rather than continuous. The usc of a flniic time step and Krld spacing puts an upper limit oil th~frequency and a lower limit on thr wavelen~th that the particle simulation model ran accurately dcocribo. Th(? maximum frequenuy is limited according to Wm(.x at~0.5, whereas the short,c~t wnvelongth is on tho order of spveral grid spacings.
In addjtlon, cilscretization of spac!cand time can lead Lo problem:+of accuracy and stabIllLy 0! simui:lt.ion codc~, Whioh fIIUOt, bt)ci~rofullyde{]ltwith.
In recent years, the application of particle-in-cell codes to the physics of charged particle beam has been very widespread. PIC codes such as CCUBE 1-2 and ISIS were developed for this purpose. In the generation and transport of high current charged particle beams, the dynamics is dominated by the self-consistent fields. However, in order to Qbtain an accurate description of the beam quality which is often important in the applications of c!harged particle beams, atomic! scattering suffered by the electrons as they go through the anode foil must be included in the simulation. Incorporation of a Monte Carlo method to model the transport of electrons in materials (conductors and insulators) in a particle-in-cell code represents an important step toward realist.c beams.
THE MONTE simulation of the physics of charged particle
CARLO METHOD IN PIC CODES
The basic Monte Carlo method used to treat electron transport includes scattering and energy degradation ty background atoms. Velocity scattering nf ions is a negligible effect and, therefore, only energy de~radation is included. A continuous siowing-dcwn force !s assumed to act in a direction opposite to the electron's momentum. Thus, the equation of motion is given !)y (1) where A(Y) depends on the energy of the electron and the atomic number of the mat rial. 3 The energy 12ss Is computed by an approximation to Bethefs f~rmula which treats the energy 10ss of incoming electrons in matter due to excitation and ionization of bound electrons in the stopp~ng substance. The mean change of energy dc per track length ds is 1 dc 2VNZ / Y2 ---. mc2 ds 7 $. 0 P2 (2) Here N 1s the density of the matter of atomic number Z, r. -e2/mc2 iS the classical radius of the electron, and
In Eq. (3), I is the mean excitation potential. For aluminum, I = 150 cr. one can slmpllfy the ealculatiorlby approximating lIq.3to be Two methods were used to model the elastic scattering between the electrons and the atoms. One is the theory due to Goudsmit and Sadnderson and the other is given by Moliere, Hanson, and Bethe. In applying the former method, small angle scattering were represented by Gaussian distribtitions with appropriate widths for the individual electrons and large angle scattering were treated by the screened Coulomb distribution. In using the latter method, all Scattering were trea:ed as small angle events; and, therefore, only the Gaussian term of the distribution was included, However, we found that the latter method provided satisfactory results in almost dll the cases studied and we can readily vectorize the algorithm resulting in a significant increase in computational speed.
The scattering of an electron is carried out in a reference frame in which the z axis is colinear with the electron velocity. The scattering can then be specified by two angle variables, the polar angle 0 and the azimuthal angle $. The polar angle (3is determined by the scattering theory and the angle @ is chosen randomly w~th a uniform distribution between O ancl 2m. The velocity components of the electron in the lab frame are then obtained through the construction of a rotation matrix.
The calculations of scattering and energy degradation can be subcycled during every Lime step in the ISIS calculation. The number of Monte Carlo subcycles depends on the ratio of the range oi'~.heelectron to the distance !t is~~p~~t~d tc tr~vel dti?ifig one time tiLeP.~! ehave found that a few Monte Carlo subcycles per time step, in general, 'Ie sufficient to model the physical process accurately.
We ha!'e tested the Monte Carlo implementation by modeling the transport of monoenergetic electron beams in aluminum. The aluminum is treated as havi~~ĩ nfinite conductivity and, therefore, the electron beam is current and charge neutral. A monoenergetic beam was injected from the left boundary of a cylindrical bjock of aluminum with a radius of 11.A3 cm. The electron beam had a radius of 1.0 cm. Figure 1 shows the electron transmission probability curves though aluminum as obtained from simulations with electron beams of various kinetic energies.
From the transmission probability curves, one can obtain the extrapolated electron range by extending the linear portion of the curve to intercept the range axis. Figure 2 shows the extrapolated range of electrons impinging on aluminum as a function of tr.c: kinetic energy of the electron beam. The circles represert numerical results obtained from our calculations and the solid curve is tho empirical 5 relationship developed by Katz and 'enfold :
where the kinetic energy of the electron, E, is greater than 0,6 MeV. It in evident that our num~rical results agree well with the empirical curve.
Electron transmission throu~h various m~]tcrialshave ;llsobeen studied using 1S1S and the resultu arc () compart?d with those obtained by CYLTF{AN, :1 aylindrlcally symmetric two dimensional clrctron-photon transport code, The transmission probability curves of 7.0 McV elcctrcns through sll.vcr, aluminum, carbon, and berylljum arc shown in FIK, 3. 'l'he comparison betwec'n the two code:] shc)ws a maxirnurdcvititionof'lUUO than 10% in light t?l(?ment:) 4" and the agreement becomes very good in heavier elements. This is probably due to the fact that our algorithm only takes into account energy loss due to excitation and ionization. In any case, the overall agreement is quite good.
The space charge effect on the energy-range relation was investigated by simulations of electron beams of progressively higher density. Figure 4 shows the electron transmission probability curves of a 2.0 MeV electron beam impinging on a dielectric material with the same density and atomic number as aluminum. i'he current of the electron beams used in the five cases ranged from 1.0 ampere to 75,000 amperes. The space charge effect was shown to be significant at currents greater than 10 kA.
The extrapolated range was shortened as the density of the electron beam increased. However, the curves for higher density beams had longer tails. This is due to the fact that the space charge effect diminished when the current was depleted below 10 kA. Further increase in the beam current results in virtual cathode formation which is a highly nonlinear phe~omenon due to space charge effect. In a regime where space charge effect and Monte Carlo transport are equally important, the particle-in-cell Monte Carlo method is the only appropriate approach to the physical problems.
CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the application of Monte Carlo methods to include transport of charged particles in materials irladdition to the dynamics determined by the self-consistent electromagnetic fields in particle-in-cell codes. This type of Monte Carlo-PIC codes would be extremely usef('.l in the simulation of intense charged particle beams. Further inclusion of photon transport is being deveioped.
In the treatment of photon transport, a thick target 7 model can be used to calculate the oremsstrahlung cross section of electrons along Lheir paths in a time step. Photcns with the appropriate energy spectrum are created at the positions of the electrons. Subsequent Compton and photoelectric effects are included by considering the appropriate cross sections and, thereby, secondary electrons are appropriately created.
Succrssf'ul development of thiz can lead to a new generation of numerical codes. 413LEcopy Figure 1 . Transmission probability curves of monoenergetic electron beams in aluminum. 
